Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Mandurah on Friday, 22 February 2019

WEATHER: Fine     TRACK: Good     KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr. S. Jones, Mr. C. Kerr, Ms. E. Alessandrino
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr. B. Dobson
Lure Driver: Mr. M. Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Ineligible: Race 1 LOVED UP MOMENT (22/2)
Injury: Race 5 COSMIC COLADA (22/2), Race 7 WESTDALE PRINCE (20/2), Race 10 JELLY BABY (22/2), MISS BONDI (22/2)
Illness: Race 2 VELOCITY MERINKA (22/2), Race 5 GO PRO (22/2)
Raced Elsewhere: Race 6 BROOKSY MONELLI (22/2)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 2 OPTICAL, Race 5 GO GETTEM KRACKA, Race 6 BENTLEY KEEPING, Race 7 KING TONY

Race 1 - Maiden/Provincial/405 - Maiden - 7:01 PM
BLUE DIABLO & SPARKY ROY began quickly. WORKED UP MOMENT & HIGH TENSILE collided soon after the start. ACCURA GIRL, ENIGMA BOY & WORKED UP MOMENT collided soon after the start. ACCURA GIRL & ENIGMA BOY lost ground. BLACK EUPHORIA & ACCURA GIRL collided soon after the start. BLACK EUPHORIA & HIGH TENSILE collided on the first turn. BLACK EUPHORIA & BLUE DIABLO collided approaching the home turn, BLUE DIABLO lost ground. BLUE DIABLO & HIGH TENSILE collided on the home turn. ENIGMA BOY & WORKED UP MOMENT collided several times on the home turn. BLUE DIABLO & HIGH TENSILE collided in the home straight.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed MAMMA MONELLI has a Right-Hindleg-Metatarsal Fracture and has been stood down for 42 days.

Race 4 - Mixed 3/4/Provincial/490 - Mixed 3/4 - 8:02 PM
SLINGSHOT GYPSY & DON'T ASK began quickly. UNCHANGEABLE began slowly. GRAND LARCENY & STRATOSPHERE collided soon after the start. REN MONELLI & GRAND LARCENY collided soon after the start. GRAND LARCENY & STRATOSPHERE collided several times on the first turn. REN MONELLI & DYNA FABRICE collided in the back straight. REN MONELLI & PETRIA MONELLI raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 5 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 8:17 PM
VIKING VINCE began quickly. FANTASTIC ZIP began slowly. GO GETTEM KRACKA & STICKY VICKI collided soon after the start. TORO TONIC & DASHING TIGER collided soon after the start. TORO TONIC, CROCODILE JET, DASHING TIGER & FANTASTIC ZIP collided approaching the first turn, TORO TONIC, CROCODILE JET & FANTASTIC ZIP lost ground. TORO TONIC & FANTASTIC ZIP collided on the first turn, TORO TONIC lost ground. STICKY VICKI checked off the heels of DASHING TIGER on the first turn. CROCODILE JET & STICKY VICKI collided approaching the home turn. VIKING VINCE checked off the heels of GO GETTEM KRACKA in the home straight.

Race 6 - Holiday Coast Series (Final)/Provincial/405 - Open - 8:37 PM
HIGH ABOVE began slowly. REGAZZONI & COSMIC GAS collided soon after the start. NAIQAMA & REGAZZONI collided soon after the start. NAIQAMA checked off the heels of MAX PROFIT soon after the start. NAIQAMA & COSMIC GAS collided on the first turn. COSMIC GAS & HIGH ABOVE collided on the first turn. MAX PROFIT & IT'S THE HORSE collided on the first turn. NAIQAMA checked off the heels of IT'S THE HORSE on the first turn. COSMIC GAS & HIGH ABOVE collided on the first turn. COSMIC GAS checked off the heels of NAIQAMA approaching the home turn. HIGH ABOVE checked off the heels of NAIQAMA approaching the home turn. REGAZZONI & IT'S THE HORSE collided on the home turn. NAIQAMA & COSMIC GAS collided on the home turn. NAIQAMA checked off the heels of VEE BEE MATE in the home straight. NAIQAMA & REGAZZONI collided in the home straight.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Provincial/405 - Free For All (s) - 9:00 PM
KING TONY, QUARA'S EMMA & QUARA'S XAVIER began quickly. PROJECTILE, WINSOME BOSSMAN & BROOKSY MONELLI began slowly. EIGER MONELLI & QUARA'S XAVIER collided soon after the start. KING TONY & QUARA'S EMMA collided soon after the start. KING TONY & QUARA'S EMMA collided approaching the first turn. PROJECTILE checked off the heels of EIGER MONELLI on the first turn. QUARA'S EMMA & QUARA'S XAVIER collided on the first turn. EIGER MONELLI checked off the heels of WINSOME BOSSMAN in the home straight.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 9:21 PM
UNEDUCATED began quickly. MISS MAPLE began slowly. PEAK MONELLI & NIPPER HOOK collided soon after the start. PEAK MONELLI & NIPPER HOOK collided on the first turn, PEAK MONELLI lost ground. UNEDUCATED & INCREDIBLE HERO collided on the first turn. BUSH BANDICOOT & MISS MARPLE collided on the first turn. PEAK MONELLI & MISS MARPLE raced wide in the back straight. ZAMAZAN & BUSH BANDICOOT collided approaching on the second turn. SISTER ALKS & NIPPER HOOK collided on the second turn. ZAMAZAN & BUSH BANDICOOT collided on the second turn, ZAMAZAN lost ground. SISTER ALKS checked off the heels of NIPPER HOOK on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 9 - Free For All (s)/Provincial/490 - Free For All (s) - 9:41 PM
WEST ON OLLIE began quickly. DUSTY MAC & PATCHY KAT collided soon after the start, DUSTY MAC lost ground. DUSTY MAC checked off the heels of PATCHY KAT soon after the start and collided with MOTO DOLL. PATCHY KAT & MOTO DOLL collided on the first turn. PATCHY KAT & MOTO DOLL collided on the home turn. SKETCHY MAT raced wide in the home straight. DUSTY MAC checked off the heels of PATCHY KAT in the home straight.

NIGHT CHARM began quickly. SURGENIE began slowly.

Race 11 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 10:14 PM
WINSOME JACKIE, TEGAN ROSE, WARRINGA & IDEAL GRACE began quickly. ROCKABYE DEMI & IDEAL GRACE collided soon after the start. WARRINGA & IDEAL GRACE collided on the first turn. MONTOEY MISS, RIPA RAMA & ROCKABYE DEMI collided on the first turn. TEGAN ROSE & IDEAL GRACE collided on the first turn. RIPA RAMA & TEGAN ROSE collided approaching the home turn. RIPA RAMA checked off the heels of TEGAN ROSE approaching the home turn. RIPA RAMA & ROCKABYE DEMI collided approaching the home turn. ROCKABYE DEMI checked off the heels of RIPA RAMA on the home turn. ROCKABYE DEMI raced wide in the home straight.

Race 12 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 10:29 PM
SHE’S ALL TALK began quickly. WINLOCK ORIGIN began slowly. GO GETTEM MISSY & SHE’S ALL TALK collided soon after the start. GO GETTEM MISSY galloped on the heels of OUTLAW GENIUS on the first turn. TRUDY KEEPING & OUTLAW GENIUS collided on the second turn. WINLOCK ORIGIN raced wide in the home straight.

FINAL.